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DNA結合蛋白質 
（アクチベータ，リプレッサー）

HTHモチーフ

Znフィンガー

ロイシンジッパー
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蛋白質とDNAの結合

鍵

鍵穴

蛋白質のモチーフ
HTH 
Znフィンガー 
ロイシンジッパー

DNA
主溝と副溝のエッジ
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HTHモチーフ

1つの HTH / subunit

第二ヘリックス ＝ 認識

認識ヘリックス間 = 34Å
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ファージ成分合成の調整領域

Fig. 8-1

オペレーター領域

結合部位 Cro (リプレッサー)リプレッサー 
 (アクチベーター)
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機能：遺伝情報のスイッチ

Fig. 8-2

溶原性維持 RNAポリメラーゼの 
右向きの結合を妨害

溶菌へ

RNAポリメラーゼの 
左向きの結合を妨害

UV照射
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オペレーター部位 
結合のメカニズム
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結合部位の回文配列

表 8-2

状況証拠１
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DNAの構造（B型）の復習

PDBID: 
20merDNA@20merDNA.txt

主溝間の距離は？
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λファージのCroの構造
α＋β 型の
二量体

Fig. 8-9Fig. 8-4

状況証拠２
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λファージ・リプレッサーの構造

Fig. 8-11

二量体 
（形成はヘリックスによる）

N末ドメインのみ

状況証拠２’
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λファージのCroの構造

PDBID: 5CRO@5cro-1.txt
Fig. 8-3, 4, 5

二量体
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λファージのCroの構造

PDBID: 5CRO@5cro-2.txt
Fig. 8-3, 4, 5

HTH
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推定されたDNA結合メカニズ

Fig. 8-9
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実際のDNA結合状態の 
Ｘ線結晶構造解析
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434ファージの結合部位
表 8-2

AAGTACAAACTTTCTTGTAT

TATACAAGAAAGTTTGTACT
OR1
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434ファージのリプレッサーとOR1の結合

PDBID: 2or1
Fig. 8-13(a)

@2or1-1.txt
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434ファージのCroとOR1の結合

PDBID: 3CRO
Fig. 8-13(b)

@3cro.txt
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434ファージの結合部位

TATACAAGAAAAACTGTACT

表 8-2

AAGTACAGTTTTTCTTGTATOR3
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434ファージのリプレッサーとOR3の結合

PDBID: 1per
Fig. 8-13(a)

@1per-1.txt
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OR部位への特異的な結合
Gln 28, 29 の重要性

Fig. 8-15

表 8-2
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OR共通配列特異的な結合
Gln 28, 29 の重要性

@2or1-3.txt PDBID: 2or1

A
G

Q28

Q29
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434リプレッサーのオペレータ領域の区別

OR1  >  OR3
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PDBID: 2or1 PDBID: 1per

AAGTACAAACTTTCTTGTAT

TATACAAGAAAGTTTGTACTOR1 TATACAAGAAAAACTGTACT

AAGTACAGTTTTTCTTGTATOR3

@1per-2.txt@2or1-2.txt

OR1  >  OR3

434リプレッサーのオペレータ領域の区別

A

T

G

C
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中央部の非特異的結合

PDBID: 2or1@2or1-4.txt

2.5Å分解能

Fig. 8-16
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中央部の非特異的結合

PDBID: 2or1@2or1-4.txt

2.5Å分解能

Fig. 8-17
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３つの特徴

認識ヘリックスによる主溝への結合：HTH

オペレータ領域の配列認識：
塩基対４（A-T）
中央部分の配列（DNAの歪み）

認識ヘリックス間の距離：二量体構造
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転写制御因子の 
結合とDNAの歪み
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DNAの湾曲

Cro434リプレッサーFig. 8-12
29

結合の 
アロステリック調節
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結合のアロステリック調節

Fig. 8-20

trpリプレッサー
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trpリプレッサーのDNA結合

PDBID: 1tro
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Trp結合によるtrpリプレッサーの構造変化

34Å

29Å

PDBID: 3wrp@3wrp.txt

Trpの結合
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ホメオボックス転写因子

Chap. 9, pp 160-164

真核生物の
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ホメオドメインとDNA結合

PDBID: 1akhFig. 9-12

Mat a1 と Mat α2 のヘテロ二量体
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結合後のDNAの構造変化 
と転写活性
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DNAの屈曲と転写制御

Fig. 8-24Fig. 8-22

lacリプレッサー CAP
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lacリプレッサー，CAPによるDNAの屈曲
Structure
124

Figure 1. CAP and LR Structures and Binding Sites

(A) Diagram of the lac operon promoter bent by LR. Hashed bars indicate the three LR operators. The shaded bar represents the CAP binding
site (CBS) centered at position !61.5. LR is shown bound to O1 and O3, folding the DNA between the operators into a 76 bp long loop. The
flag indicates position "1 of the operon.
(B) The map of the CBS shows the location of the DNA steps kinked by a bound CAP.
(C) Crystal structure of the CAP-DNA complex from Parkinson et al. (1996). The elastic rod model of DNA in the CBS is shown as a tube fitted
inside the DNA segment (cf. Figures 2A, 4, and 6).
(D) The hybrid all-atom structure of the LR complex with O1 and O3, constructed from the available PDB structures, as detailed in Modeling
Procedures (cf. Figure 7). Structures in (C) and (D) are not drawn to scale.

Results and Discussion our previous work (Balaeff et al., 1999). As before, the
boundary conditions are derived from the closest ends
of the DNA segments bound to the LR. While other loop“U” and “O” Structures of the O1-O3 Loop

Our model of the ternary complex of CAP, LR, and the topologies are conceivable (Friedman et al., 1995), the
chosen boundary conditions result in a wide open DNAO1-O3 DNA loop is based on the elastic rod structure of

the loop (cf. Figure 2). The latter is obtained by solving loop pointing away from the LR that offers the best
opportunity for CAP placement.Kirchhoff equations of elasticity, for which the all-atom

structures of the CAP-DNA and LR-DNA complexes (Fig- The resulting loop structures are not essentially differ-
ent from those previously obtained for the 1LBG struc-ures 1C and 1D) provide parameters and boundary con-

ditions. The specifics of the model and the structures ture of the LR (Balaeff et al., 1999, 2003). Two main
conformations of the loop exist: one, underwound byused are detailed in Modeling Procedures.

Prior to studying the effect of CAP binding, the elastic 1.7#/bp on the average, and another, overwound by 2.6#/
bp on the average. The two conformations will be re-rod model of the “empty” O1-O3 loop, created by LR in

the binary complex with the DNA (without CAP), is built. ferred to below as U and O loops, respectively. The U
loop is straight, open, and almost planar (Figure 3A),The equations of elasticity are solved with constant elas-

tic moduli and intrinsic twist, and zero intrinsic curva- and the O loop bends over one of its ends, exhibiting a
near self-crossing (Figure 3A$). The elastic energy of theture. The boundary conditions for the problem are ob-

tained from the hybrid all-atom structure of the LR-DNA U loop amounts to 24 kT, whereas that of the O loop
amounts to 31 kT.complex, constructed, as detailed in Modeling Proce-

dures, from the available X-ray and NMR structures in- The energies of similar two loops, obtained in the case
of the 1LBG structure, amount to 23 and 26.5 kT (Balaeffcluding the structure from Lewis et al. (1996) used in

Figure 2. Elastic Rod Model of DNA

(A) The elastic rod fitted into an all-atom structure of DNA.
(B) Parameterization of the elastic rod: shown are the centerline r

→
(s) and the local coordinate frame (d

→
1,d

→
2,d

→
3) associated with the elastic rod

cross-section.
(C) A coordinate frame, associated with a DNA base pair according to Olson et al. (2001), allows one to align the base pair with an elastic
rod cross-section and vice versa.

Balaeff, A et al., Structure, 12, 123–132 (2004)

CAP-Lac Repressor-DNA Complex
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Figure 5. Changes in the Structure and Energy of the O and U Loops, Containing the Mimicked CBS, Due to Varying the Length L of the Loop

(A) Elastic energies of the O and U loops (as indicated), plotted versus L in the range of 76–86 bp, reveal that increasing L to 82–84 bp is
energetically favorable for the O loop, but not for the U loop.
(B) The structure of the 83 bp long O loop is wide open and can easily accommodate CAP.
(C) The structure of the 83 bp long U loop accommodates CAP with steric conflicts and displays a prohibitive near self-crossing.

The significant decrease of Uloop results in a much plex with the lengthened O loop is energetically more
favorable than the formation of the complex with the 76better cooperation free energy than that estimated for

the U loop, even though the O3 binding hand of LR bp U loop. An all-atom structure built for the ternary
complex with the 83 bp long O loop is shown in Figure 6.is now relocated from its preferred binding site. The

corresponding increase in !!GO3
is estimated from In contrast, the ternary complex with the U loop is not

improved by a similar increase in L. When the U loopthe experimental data (Barkley and Bourgeois, 1980)
as !!GO3

" kT log Kn/s # kT log KO3
" 8 to 14 kT, where becomes longer, its elastic energy goes up rather than

down, reaching a maximum of about 40 kT at L " 81KO3
" 10#11M and Kn/s ! 2 · 10#6 to 1 · 10#3M are the

equilibrium constants of the LR binding to O3 and to bp (Figure 5A). The structure of the loop becomes con-
formationally prohibitive, showing near overlaps firstnonspecific DNA, respectively. That is a significant in-

crease; however, the decrease in Uloop amounts to with itself, as seen in Figure 5C, and then with the O1

and the LR hand, similarly to the 76 bp long O loop.!Uloop " #20 to #21 kT for L " 82 to 84 bp (cf. Figure
5A). Finally, one can expect !!GO1

! 0 and !!GCAP ! 0; Neither can CAP be fitted inside most of the lengthened
U loops without severe steric overlaps. The ternary Uthe latter because CAP, fitted inside the mimicked CBS,

is now well removed from the LR and shows no unusual complex with the 76 bp long loop is therefore the most
likely among all possible U complexes, and yet thatcontacts with DNA (Figure 5B).
structure is clearly inferior to the ternary complex withThe resulting energy balance (2) is then
the lengthened O loop.

!Gcoop ! 0 $ 0 $ (8 to 14 kT) # (20 to 21 kT)

Conformational Switch" #6 to #13 kT, (3)
In conclusion, we predict that the CAP-LR-DNA complex
with the O loop, lengthened to 82–84 bp, is the mostclearly suggesting that the formation of the ternary com-

Figure 6. All-Atom Structure of the Ternary
Complex of CAP and LR with the 83 bp Long
O Loop

The right view is rotated by 90% around the
vertical axis with respect to the left view. The
N-terminal helix bundle &A/&B (cf. Figure 4)
comes within 25–40 Å of the normally remote
DNA segments, as indicated. This change in
distance upon CAP binding to the LR-DNA
complex is detectable by FRET; yellow and
blue dots indicate representative sites for flu-
orophore labels attachment. A semicircular
arrow indicates the loop section with approxi-
mately uniform curvature. Introducing prop-
erly phased A-tracts into that section of the
loop should increase the stability of the pre-
dicted ternary O complex.Fig. 6

Fig. 1
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CAPによるDNAの屈曲

PDBID: 1cgp@1cgp.txt
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CAPの結合によるDNAの屈曲と転写
Figure 5
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Current Opinion in Structural Biology

Transcription activation by CAP — structural models of intact class I and class II CAP–RNAP–promoter complexes. (a) Structural model of the
intact class I CAP–RNAP–promoter complex at lac. (b) Structural model of the intact class II CAP–RNAP–promoter complex at CC(!41.5). In
each panel, a molecular surface representation is shown at left and a stereo diagram with a ribbon representation is shown at right. CAP is in cyan;
aCTDI is in green; aCTDII is in light green (shown in two alternative positions in surface representations; omitted for clarity in ribbon representations);
s70 is in light yellow; aNTDI and aNTDII are in light gray; b is in medium gray (semi-transparent in surface representations to permit view of DNA
strands in the RNAP active center cleft); and b0 and o are in dark gray. AR1, AR2, and AR3 of CAP are in dark blue, dark green, and olive green,
respectively; the 287, 265, and 261 determinants of aCTDI are in yellow, red, and white, respectively; the 162–165 determinant of aNTDI is in orange;
and the 593–604 determinant of s70 is in pink. The DNA template and nontemplate strands are in red and pink, respectively. The C terminus of aNTDI

(green), the N terminus of aCTDI (green), the C terminus of aNTDII (light green), and the active center Mg2þ (magenta) are indicated by spheres. The
linker connecting aCTDI and aNTDI is indicated by a black line [aNTDI–aCTDII distance ¼ 37 Å in (a) and 21 Å in (b)]. The linker connecting aCTDII and
aNTDII is indicated in each of two alternative positions as a light green line. Methods. Models were constructed by: (i) joining crystal structures of the
CAP–aCTD–DNA complex (PDB code 1LB2 [44$$]), the sR4–(!35 element) complex (PDB code 1KU7 [47$$]), and an RNAP–DNA complex (PDB code
1L9Z [49$$]; residues 150–160 and 164–170 of aNTDI modeled as in PDB entry 1BDF [65]; residues 161–163 of aNTDI modeled along shortest
sterically allowed path; sidechains modeled using MaxSprout [http://www.ebi.ac.uk/maxsprout/]) — superimposing DNA segments of the three
structures to generate a single, continuous DNA segment having sites spaced as at lac (a) or CC(!41.5) (b); (ii) deforming conformations of DNA

CAP: DNA binding and transcription activation Lawson et al. 7

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2004, 14:1–11

Lawson, CL et al., Curr Op Struct Biol 2004, 1–11
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課題

今回の範囲では特定のDNA配列を認識して結合する
HTHモチーフの蛋白質の構造を見た．一方，リプレッ
サー等が結合するDNAは，表8-2で見られるように
配列の中央部に A-T塩基対を持っている．なぜか？ 
!

この部分はリプレッサー等のHTHが直接結合しないが，これらをG-Cに置換
すると結合能が低下する．
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